Spartan Daily staffers debate legitimacy,
religious objections to homosexual marriages

President Caret illuminates state of SJSU
in annual address to faculty and staff
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’Zero parking madness’ strikes again
Byjohn Meyer

Assistant Entertainment Editor

Kevin Okubo will be waking up at
the crack of dawn to avoid taking a nonscheduled class.
He and thousands of other San Jose
State University students know that if
they don’t want to learn Hellacious
Parking 101 the first lesson most
new commuting students learn
they’ll have to rise and shine early.
"It’s madness ... literally," said the
senior, who is a seasoned four-year
parking veteran at SJSU. "I’m willing to
come two hours early to beat that."

Okubo’s first class is at 9 a.m. He
plans to leave his house in Cupertino at
6 a.m. By the time he gets to SJSU,
around 7 a.m., his chances of beating
out the other students and employees
for one of the 7,346 parking spaces are
good, according to Dick Staley, SJSU
employee transportation coordinator.
Staley estimates the three parking
garages (Fourth, Seventh and 10th
Streets) will be filled by 9 a.m., long
before most classes are scheduled.
This angers a lot of students.
"It’s inconvenient," said Teresa
Provencio, an SJSU senior. "There isn’t
enough parking."

lit in th

Last spring, a mass communications
class surveyed 465 students on campus
issues. The students average grade for
the worst grade in
parking was -r
the survey.
Some students complain that the
university oversells parking permits.
Last fall, 12,934 parking permits
5,538 more than spaces
were sold
according to SJSU
available
Cashiering Services.
SJSU Cashiering Services defends
selling as many permits as it can sell to
students and employees because it can’t
turn people down who want to park,
though there is a fixed number of park-

ing spaces.
"Eleven thousand students will not
come to campus and park at the same
time," said Edward Serafica of SJSU
Cashiering Services."They come and
go."
Staley’s theory on SJSU’s parking
problem is simple. First off, he said,
SJSU is a commuter school; therefore,
most of the approximately 27,000 student drive. Secondly, the campus is in
the middle of downtown San Jose, so
finding open space for parking lots and
garages is next to impossible. Lastly,
most students choose to take classes at
the peak hours of 8 a.m. to 1 p.m., when

most classes are scheduled to accomodate the majority of students.
SJSU parking officials do not foresee
the parking situation improving from
previous fall semesters because most
students would rather take their
chances and drive solo than use alternative forms of transportation such as
light rail, carpooling or riding a bicycle.
Sgt. Leon Aguirre of the University
Police Department said getting more
students to use the park-and-ride shuttles, which take students from Seventh
Street across from Spartan Stadium to
See Parking, page 9
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Spartan tailback James
Hodgins breaks through the
San Jose State "Blue Steel"
defense during a recent
offense vs. defense scrimmage at Spartan Stadium.
The Spartans have their first
game September 5 against
the Stanford Cardinal at
Stanford.
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Retaliation suspected in S. Africa restaurant bombing Campus dusted
CAPE TOWN, South Africa (AP)
A bomb exploded inside a crowded
Planet Hollywood restaurant Tuesday,
killing one person and injuring 24. A
man claiming responsibility said it was
revenge for U.S. attacks on targets in
Sudan and Afghanistan.
The caller to the radio station Cape
Talk claimed responsibility on behalf of
a group called Muslims Against Global
Oppression, according to Marianne
Marten, journalist at the station.
Police refined to comment on the call.
Little is known about the group.
Some members were among the 40 or
so people who protested U.S. policies on

Iraq and Israel during President
Clinton’s visit to Cape Town last
March.
Police Senior Superintendent John
Sterrenberg said the device exploded
at 7:20 p.m. inside Planet Hollywood as
it was packed with diners.
He confirmed one woman was killed.
Her nationality and those of the
injured were not immediately known.
A witness who had been at the
ground-floor bar in the two-story
Hollywood-theme restaurant described
horrific scene.
"I saw people without limbs," Bertie
Liebenberg, who was visiting from

Johannesburg, told the South African
Press Association. ’Decor on the ceiling
came crashing down, and crashed onto
people, tables and chairs."
Rescue workers brought out another
woman who was motionless, her legs
mangled.
Police cordoned off the restaurant in
the trendy Victoria and Albert
Waterfront and were reinforced with
armored cars.
Ambulances with sirens wailing
rushed to the scene.
Nico Smuts,
spokesman
for
Leisurenet, the franchise holders of
Planet Hollywood, said the Cape Them

Fast food enterprises replace Spartan Pub
BeirezAtver
Carl’s Jr, the king of the sloppiest burger, has
made a different kind of mess at San Jose State
University across from the Student Union on
Eighth Street.
However, this mess doesn’t involve pickles,
onions, tomatoes and special sauce. Rather, it
involves removing the Spartan Pub to make room
for a now Carl’s Jr. chain restaurant along with a
Sberro pizza place and Market Cafe.
"It VIM difficult decision for them to make,"
Associated Students President Heather Cook said
of Spartan Shops’ $ 1.7 million remodeling project.
"I don’t MO any student backlash. Some people,
even my friends, are disappointed in the change but
pub had been going downhill for the past few
years and the csmpus needs a fine-lift."
According to en article in a May edition of the

ji

branch was wholly South Africanowned.
However, there was speculation that
an attack on a target identified with
the United States could be a sequel to
the bombings of the American
embassies in Kenya and Tanzania that
killed 257 people on Aug. 7. Others
thought it may be an answer to
America’s retaliatory cruise-missile
attacks on targets in Afghanistan and
Sudan.
A spokesman for Planet Hollywood,
which is based in Orlando, Fla., said
the company was attempting to gather
information from local authorities.

by construction
ByNicholias Boer
Correspondent

Students and faculty might experience
minor inconveniences as construction continues at San Jose State University, but a
productive summer has put the work well
ahead of schedule.
The $19.5 million project’s main focus is
replacing outside sewer and water lines
and interconnecting the entire university
with nearly three miles of telecommunication cable.
See Construction, page 13
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Spartan Daily, Spartan Dining Services Director
Michelle Gendreau said the pub’s annual alcohol
sales had plummeted from $250,000 to $40,000
over the last 10 years.
Many colleges are practically waiting in line to
get fast food on campus, said Suzi Brown, manager
of public relations at Carl’s Jr.
vsles
4111101.
"We also have restaurants at airports and sports
facilities," Brown said. ’We call them non-tradition41.
al sites, but they make perfect sense. The demographics clearly make up our target market, which
is ages 18-34. We already have restaurants at the
University of Southern California, Cal State
Fullerton and Cal Poly Pomona."
Students appear more concerned about losing
the pub and its kegs of beer then they do about
allowing a nationwide corporation on campus.
"It doesn’t bother me at all," said business man-- agement major James Beck regarding the corpora_ tion’s move to campus. ’I’m just bummed because I
Artist’s rendering of the newirarket Cate, one of the fast food restaurants replacing the Spartan Pub.
See Past food, page 10
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With growing public awareness
about homosexuality, gay marriages
are coming under fire. Should samesex manages be legally recognized?
Same-sex marriage immoral;
wedlock tough enough
without gay social stigma

Refusing to acknowledge
....same-sex marriages is
blatant discrimination

. .

iscrimination in any form is
abominable. There’s no two
ways about it.
That includes discrimination
against two people who want to get
married and happen to be of the
same gender.
As Dan Walters of the
Sacramento Bee rightfully points
out, "Current law, which recognizes
only marriages between opposite
genders, is discriminatory on its
Kt "11 \1
114 IC111.111
face, much like the now-discarded
laws that once prohibited marriages between those of different races."
Exactly.
This blatant discrimination, however, is lost on those
(lead set against same-sex weddings.
Most, if not all, objections to same-sex knot-tying
come from people and groups basing their arguments on
religious beliefsa guaranteed way to ensure closedniindedness.
Mervin Mawyer, president of the Christian Action
Network, was quoted in the Chicago Tribune as saying
if same-sex unions are permitted, "marriage as an institution will be rendered meaningless." He goes on to stuff
his foot even further into his mouth, saying, "[traditional marriage’ is likely to produce a greater good, namely
children, who are necessary for society’s existence."
Using that logic, we ought to pass a law requiring
couples to produce at least one child as a condition of
getting married. This, of course, would leave infertile
people and those who wish to remain childless out in the
cold. not to mention fly in the face of the planet’s overpopu hit ion problem.
As Stephen Chapman of the Chicago Tribune noted,
Not everyone who gets married has children, and not
everyone who has children gets married." Looks like
Mawyer and his ilk need a new argument.
The state of Hawaii is to be applauded for leading the
way. The Aloha State’s Supreme Court let it be known
several years ago that it didn’t have a problem with
sanie-sex marriage. That led to a flurry of state laws, as
well as a bill in Congress, seeking to declare that samesex unions would not be recognized in their territory.
Fortunately, the congressional bill and the California
measure were derailed before they could be signed into
law.
These anti -gay-marriage folks often see gay and lesbian people as promiscutory sex maniacs. They refuse to
set that these people, just like their straight counterparts, are capable of forming committed, lifelong relationships. I see absolutely no reason why same-sex couples should be denied all the benefits and responsibilities of marriage, just because both people are of the
same gender.
The simple truth is, there is no way you can build a
reasonable argument against gay marriage.
All gay and lesbian people are asking for is the right
to marry their true love and create a family, just as heterosexual couples do. That’s not too much to ask.

sex marriage is unnaturSame
al. This is the reason why gay
marriages are not legally recognized in any of the 50 states.
Hawaii is the only state that has
come close to sanctioning same-sex
marriages, and the mere issue has
created controversy in that state
and throughout the country.
This opposition to gay marriages
is not a display of discrimination or
animosity toward homosexuals but
rather an opposition to protect the
sanctity of marriage.
Homosexuals deserve understanding and have a
right to a defense against bigoted attacks and abuse.
Individuals and society should respect the basic human
dignity of all persons, including homosexuals.
But why can’t gay couples be happy simply living
together?
Marriage is sometimes a scary concept. The thought of
sharing your life with that one person, dealing with inlaws and being responsible for someone else’s debts is
complicated enough without adding a social stigma, such
as homosexuality, to the list.
As modern of a society as we like to think we live in,
homosexuality is still a lifestyle that a majority of communities, even in the approaching millennium, are just
not ready to accept.
One of the major reasons why marriage exists is for
the purpose of procreation.
Gay marriages cannot fulfill that sacred obligation.
Even heterosexual married couples who do not choose
to have children are not satisfying the celestial relationship of that union in the traditional and historic meaning.
The institution of marriage has a very important
effect on the continuation and development of the human
race and to the prosperity of the family.
This does not mean that homosexuals are not capable
of creating families, but gay couples who adopt babies
deny those children the right to be raised by a mother
and a father.
Marriage exists not only for the creation of children,
but for the education of children as well.
Parents have the first and greatest influence on their
children.
Many religions feel gay parents cannot be proper
moral models.
"There are certain moral things that gay parents can
teach that would be right and proper, such as honesty,"
the Rev. Wayne Edwards said. "But over a long range, it
would not be a healthy environment to raise a child in,
and it sends a mixed message on their sexuality and
could possibly influence them."
The Bible’s book of Genesis states that God created a
woman, not a man, for Adam.
"Each man should have his own wife and each woman
should have her own husband," it says in 1 Corinthians
7:2.
Since the Bible is considered to be the word of God,
disobeying its teachings would be considered deviant and
an abomination to the Lord.
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Kevin W. Ilectentan is the Spartan Daily copy editor

Mindy Leigh Griser is the Spartan Daily opinion editor
Illustration by Timothy Tsun
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"I think it’s fine if you love
somebody and they treat you
right. I think it’s right to marry
whomever you want no matter their sex, race or color."

"I think the option should
be there for heterosexuals
and GLB (gay, lesbian, bisexuals) persons alike. Legality
does not constitute morality."

Andrea Moore
senior
sociology

Makoto Ushihara
SJSU staff

What do you think about gay marriages being sanctioned by the state?

"I am not a supporter of
same sex marriages because
there is no scientific proof
that homosexuality is genetically based."

"I think it’s all right. If they
want to get married, it’s OK. If
gay people get married in a
church it’s strange, because
it’s against the rules, but I really don’t care."

"I really don’t think it’s right
personally, but everyone has
their own right. If people
want to, they should be able
to,,

Anders Bergesen
freshman
graphic design

Patrick Kiesling
junior
criminal justice
administration

Susan Noda
junior
child development

Compiled and photos by Rosalinda Garza
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"It’s ridiculous. People
abuse their freedoms in this
country. God created two different people for a reason.
These people need help."

Ayse Mentes
graduate student
economics
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Washington ’Crisis’ is in president’s pants
Monica Lewinsky has a stain on
her dress, and Bill Clinton
gave it to her.
Now what kind of stain could it be?
Special prosecutor Kenneth Starr is
tight-lipped and the rest of the government and media are too afraid to comment. Well, I’ll tell you.
The stain has to do with two problems. Clinton’s lack of control and a
slight disinclination on Lewinsky’s part
to ingest certain bodily fluids.
This whole Lewinsky trial, or "Crisis
in Washington," as my other media col- taut S
leagues like to call it, has not lived up
to my expectations.
I’ve been watching the news every day hoping
to get juicy details on the alleged affair similar to
those light pornographic books that are sold in
liquor stores.
I envisioned CBS Evening News anchor Dan
Rather reading excerpts from Clinton’s testimony
sort of along the lines like: "I asked Monica to
pick up my presidential pen. Her way of bending
over was so provocative it aroused not only my
marital impulses, but something else. She gently
handed me my pen. Our skin touched, and it was
then that I knew that I had to have her."
Alas, all that has been shown is debate. on
whether Lewinsky and Clinton had an "improper
sexual relationship."
That is the problem when you get a prestigious
and powerful job. Phrases like "let’s get busy in
the presidential limo" and "let’s get it on," become
a "not appropriate relationship" or "an encounter
that falls outside of the court’s definition of a sexual relationship but encompasses the moral and
private definition."
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How boring is that?
With all the money taxpayers are
paying the people in Washington, you
would think they could give us something better than a relationship this,
necktie that and a signed affidavit
here and there.
I would have done the trial for a
third of the price with double the
entertainment value.
All I would need is a couple of
friends to help me come up with questions and a movie director to film the
steamy re-enactments in the Oval
11) //,
Office.
My questions would be easy. "So, Mr.
President, did you and Monica hit it?"
Clinton would probably look at me with his
pitiful media face the one where his eyes water
while he’s sucking in his bottom lip and say
that he was wrong and how it was inappropriate,
whereupon I would blast him for not giving me all
the dirt.
And that whole stain business just wouldn’t fly
with me.
I wouldn’t ask for a DNA sample or spend
three days trying to figure out what type of stain
it is. I would straight up ask him, "Mr. President,
you mean to tell me that even though you are the
most powerful man in America, you still couldn’t
find someone to dispose of a certain bodily fluid
through the means of an oral orifice? What kind
of leader are you?!"
What would he say after that? Well, you will
never know because I don’t have Starr’s job, but
wouldn’t you like to know?
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City wins, campus loses in joint library proposal

0

We now are perilously close
n Aug. 31, two informational meetings on the to trading away our library colSan
Jose
State lection and valuable campus
University/City of San Jose space for a costly, over-sized
joint library project are sched- building designed to meet city,
uled. Neither will be held on our not campus, needs. Existing
campus, a situation that per- plans call for merging reference
fectly symbolizes the one-sided services and phasing out the
nature of this enterprise. reserve book room.
Anyone with a public library
Although the Academic Senate
established reasonable joint card would be able to freely
library guidelines in an effort to check out the materials and use
protect student-faculty inter- the computers that our fee-payests, these were ignored both by ing students rely on to support
the Technical Team and the their coursework. No sensible
framers of the Memorandum of management scheme has yet
Understanding (MOU) unveiled been revealed. These are only a
last May. From beginning to end few of the many reasons why
the story has been: the city the joint library is a bad idea.
If we do not want our library
wins; we lose.

hours, circulation policy and
Internet access rules dictated
by city politicians and the San
Jose Redevelopment Agency, we
must say no now. We must urge
members of our Academic
Senate to stand firm on their
guidelines and vote "no" on the
joint library project.
A Save Our University
Library (SOUL!) Committee
has formed, but to have an
impact we need your active support. Find out how you can help
by calling 924-5523. Time is
running out.
E. Bruce Reynolds
history department

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to expireona themselves on the Opinion page with
a letter to the Editor
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word response to an issue or point of view

mail at SDAILmesjeu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor,

that has appeared in the Spartan Deily

School ofJounialiam and

Sulainerns becamethepopstycltheSpetan Daily and may legated frdomily

Submiesion may be put in the Lattem to the Editor box at the Spanan
Daily Office in Dwight Bente! Hall Room 209, sent by fax to 140131 9244237, e-

ton, not the staff

Jon Perez is the Spartan Daily managing editor
His column appears every Wethiesday.
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Caret’s report on state of SJSU optimistic
By LoiJesidas
Production Editor

A nearly full house in Morris Dailey
Auditorium greeted San Jose State
University President Robert Caret Monday
afternoon as he delivered his annual Faculty
Staff Address.
More money from the state, extensive
campus rewiring, on-target enrollment and
progress on the joint library were among the
topics Caret covered, but he received the
most applause for announcing that, so far,
132 of the 218 bathrooms on campus have
been completely renovated.
Caret also announced the end of CETI
Technology
(California
Educational
Initiative) which proposed a corporate
partnership with GTE, Microsoft, Fujitsu
and Hughes in a CSU system -wide communications infrastructure becauGe ;revenue
projections did not meet the requirements of
a formal agreement.
After introducing several recent additions
to the San Jose State University "family," the
president revealed that enrollment is on target and funding is in place to deal with
enrollment growth.
"As a result of this year’s state budget surplus, we will receive full funding for this
growth and for many other areas in which
new resources are sorely needed," Caret
said. The university has received a 6.6 per-

forums on the library project scheduled for
Aug. 31, from 3 to 4:30 p.m. and 6 to 7:30
p.m., at the San Jose Convention Center.
John Bradbury, interim director of
Admissions and Records, said relocating will
be unsettling, but it’s always done for a good
reason.
"We did this once before with the asbestos
abatement program in Wahlquist," Bradbury
said.
According to Caret, if everything is
approved, including the final review by the
Senate, relocation and construction will
begin in the spring of 2000 with completion
scheduled for the summer of 2003.
Pam Stacks, chair of the Academic
Senate, said she’s concerned that people may
be giving up on the process.
"It’s my sense it’s an ongoing process, and
the university community still has the
chance to make its needs known," Stacks
said. ’The Senate’s going to do everything it
can to evaluate the plans as they go along
and let people know what’s happening."
As well as encouraging the academic community to get involved with the joint library
project, Caret said faculty and staff need to
make more personal contact with students.
"There is nothing better than face-to-face
contact, and I hope all of us no matter
what our job description find some time to
get out of our offices and set patterns to
interact with our students."

cent increase in overall budget, the largest
increase in 14 years.
"The majority of the funding is allocated
to compensation, resulting in a 5 percent
average salary pool for all employees," Caret
said.
The remaining funds have been allocated
to the library, academic instructional equipment, deferred maintenance and teacher
preparation, according to Caret.
Despite the good budget news, some university employees are still concerned about
the joint library project with the city of San
Jose. The $171 million project is the largest
partnership the CSU has ever undertaken,
according to Caret, and would involve the
relocation of several existing libraries and
special collections and the Office of
Admissions and Records to be replaced by
approximately 500,000 square feet of new
library space.
"Quite a few (joint library) issues have not
been discussed fully to the satisfaction of faculty and staff," said Jo Whitlach, SJSU
librarian and president of the San Jose chapter of the California Faculty Association. "I
share his delight that there is more money
because we’ve been underfunded for so
many years, but relocation of student services needs to be done very carefully. I’m
very glad he’s encouraged faculty to participate in the open forums."
Whitlach was referring to two open
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SJSI Students:

EXTRA UNITS, JUST MINUTES AWAY
66

FOR ON-CAMPUS JOBS
*ALL POSITIONS AVAILABLE
*GREAT DISCOUNTS
*FLEXIBLE HOURS
*MEAL DISCOUNTS
*NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

CALL
924 -1876
APPUCAT1ONS AVAILABLE AT:

Spartan Dining
Sea Jose State University

1,...
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It’s really convenient to take classes at a
community college. The classes are smaller,
and more importantly, lain transfer my general
education classes to a CSU system without
paying university prices. ,
Zepeda,
advertising/marketing major,
SJSU transfer student

P2iliCia

Check out our webske:
www.sjeccd.cc.ca.us, or visit
either campus to receive a
FREE Schedule of Classes

FOR MORE INFORMATION

SPARTAN SHOPS DINING SIRVILIS ADMINISTRATION

Explore who has the quality
classes you need to help
your educational goalsyour local
Silicon Valley Colleges: Evergreen
Valley College and San Jose City
College.
Explore what option you have
VISIT either campus and register
for our Fall 1998 semester.
Explore whenFALL 1998
CLASSES BEGIN AUGUST 24.
Explore where to goYou have
lots of choices, but when it comes
to preparing you for your future,
there’s only one choice:
San Jose City College an(’
Evergreen Valley College.
Explore how to get
more information:

(BUILDING 37)

We have transferable courses
for only $12 per unit!

San Jose City College
(408) 288-3708
Evergreen Valley College
(408) 270-6441
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Add an AT&T Calling Card feature to your school ID.
Get a Student Advantagefi membership. FREE.
Here’s the next big thing on campus: the AT&T Calling Card feature on
your school ID. Sign up now and it’s just 20,V a minute, with no hidden per
call service charge.*
7ato
7 pa.
755
Tato
AT&T Calling Card
AT&T Calling Card
Sprint
SPrint
No gimmicks. And no
FONCARD
Fature
Fatura
FONCARD
comparison. To see how
0,
0’
Service charge
20’
Cost
per
minute
351
much you’ll save, read
Total S minute call
$1 60
$1.60
$3.70
between the lines.
Sprint Sense College Plan Stand Alone

FONCARD Option A. Rates

as of 7/1/90

Sign up now and we’ll give you a free 1998-99 Student Advantage
membership. So you can also save at Amtrak,fi Tower Records, Foot Locker
and over 20,000 other places around town and all across the country.
Get a Student Advantage membership. FREE.

Sign up for the AT&T Calling Card feature.
Stop by your Card Office today.

www.att.com/college/np.html

It’s all within your reach!

Refers to tne AT&T One Rate College Flan Plan ate. do not ,,dos ton state tall, Alaska tee, n.ate
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Wider is better for soccer field

Duck, duck, goalie

By Asa Beira
Sports Editor
With the soccer season just
getting under way for the
Spartans, the men’s and
women’s soccer teams are facing
brand new "dimensions."
The field at Spartan Stadium,
which is also home to Major
League Soccer’s San Jose Clash,
has been widened since last seaFederation
meet
to
son
Football
International
Association regulations.
FIFA is the international governing body of soccer.
The project, completed in

April, increased the field to 70
yards by 110 yards.
Jerry Mimnaugh, executive
director of Spartan Shops, said
the field was widened mainly to
attract major sporting events.
Spartan Stadium has already
been awarded games for the
1999 Women’s World Cup, as
well as the NCAA Women’s
Soccer Championships the next
two years.
"In order to maintain and
operate a facility of that magnimoney,"
need
you
tude
Mimnaugh said and added those
kinds of athletic events will generate revenues from ticket sales,

parking and concessions.
According to Dean Munro,
executive director of San Jose
Sports Authority, the project cost
about $1.5 million and was paid
for equally by the city of San
Jose, Major League Soccer and
SJSU. Clash President Peter
Bridgwater said a wider field
was long overdue at the stadium.
"I have personally tried to get
the field widened since 1985," he
said.
Bridgwater hopes to bring
another soccer event to San Jose.
"We are bidding for the MIS
Cup in 1999 or 2000," he said.

The City of San Josk & San Jose State University
invite you to a

JOINT LIBRARY
Planning for the hietoric City and University Joint library facility le underway.

What’s been accomplished so far?
What’s planned for the future?
Hear from the architects.
And tell us what you think.

BI-1011 Prince/ Spartan Daily
San Jose State goalie Stephanie Sheldon dives over fellow goalie Amee Brown during
women’s soccer practice Tuesday at South Campus. The Spartans’ first game is Sept. 1 at
Stockton against University of the Pacific.

Poll ranks men’s soccer fourth in WAC
By Kevin W. Heetensan
Copy Editor
The 1998 San Jose State
University men’s soccer team
looks almost identical to 1997’s
and not just because of the
uniforms.
A preseason Western Athletic
Conference coaches’ poll predicts
Southern Methodist University
will repeat as conference champion and picks SJSU to finish
fourth, which is where the team
ended up last season.
The Spartans lost four players from last year’s squad.
Forward Aman Kebreab, who
redshirted last season due to an
injury, said he is looking forward
to returning to the field.
A redshirted player may not
participate in games but may
practice with the team, without
losing a year of eligibility.
-I’m just going to do whatever
it takes to bring the team back,"
Kebreab said.

- - ’barn captain Adriano Allain
looked on the positive side of last
season’s disappointing finish.
"I like to think of last season
as a learning experience," he
said. it was a roller coaster
ride."
Allain added the team chemistry could also be helped by the
fact that most of last year’s team
is still together.
"You know where your teammate is going to be without even
communicating," Allain said.
Spartans coach Gary St. Clair
said experience will come in
handy this season.
"We’re relying on some kids
with experience," he said. "It’s
going to help us. We’re a year
older and a year wiser. I think
we’re going to have a good year."
Key starters returning from
last season include midfielders
Allain, Eddie Martinez and
Jorge
Martinez;
forwards
Kebreab, Brandon Snyder and
Chad Harper; and defenders

Bryce Filippini and Aaron
Suarez.
Only three starters from last
year’s team
Kevin Berry,
Shane Palsgrove and Brandon
Main will not be returning.
St. Clair has not yet named a
new goalkeeper to replace Main.
"It’s a bit of a question mark,"
St. Clair said of the goalie situation.
SJSU’s schedule has the team
playing only three conference
games at home, and five on the
road. St. Clair said the team’s
road games will be some of their
toughest matchups of the season,
including
Southern
Methodist University, Texas
Christian University, University
of New Mexico and Air Force
Academy on consecutive weekends.
"I think the WAC will be
extremely tough," St. Clair said.
That doesn’t faze Allain, who
said his team plays well both
home and away.

n JosO Convention Cent

Parking:

For mom information, please call SJSU Communications and
Pub& Mils at (401) 924-1166,ot the San joil Public Libraty
Public Affairs at (4011) 27741151. This meat is wheelchair
accessible. For a sign briguage interpreter, wort or other
accommodation, pleat cal (4011) 277-447.

Parking at the
Convention Center
will be vahdated.
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Apply
electronically
for federal
student aid,

THE NEW iMAC DEUVERS PERFORMANCE
UNMATCHED BY ANY PENTIUM II, AND AT
$1249.00 IS THE PERFECT EDUCATIONAL OR
HOME COMPUTER.
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Spartan football team gets no respect,

ranked last in WAC’s Pacific Division
By Mark Gomez
staff \X’riter
Competing in the Western
Athletic Conference, the San
Jose State University football
team suffers the same misfortunes as Rodney Dangerfield.
They can’t get no respect.
Last season, under first-year
head coach Dave Baldwin, SJSU
overcame an 0-5 start to finish
the season 4-7, including a 4-4
record in the WAC. At a pre-season meeting of WAC coaches,
SJSU was picked to finish last in
the WAC’s Pacific Division.
The Spartans are out to prove
their naysayers wrong.
"I don’t think we have any
respect,"
pre-season
AllAmerican safety Lyle West said.
"We surprised Air Force last
year. Most people look at that as
a fluke," he said, referring to
SJSU’s 25-22 victory over the
nationally ranked Falcons.
"We have nothing to lose
right now," running back Carlos
Meeks said. "All we have to do is
just shock them. If we win, it
makes us look that much better.
We know we’re better than that."
Although the season does not
start until Sept. 5 at Stanford
a "Beat Stanford" sign hangs in
Baldwin is
the locker room
optimistic about the season and
the team. The Spartans return
16 starters from last season, and
Baldwin said the team has
added depth at many positions.
"I’m excited," Baldwin said.
"Our attitude has been outstanding and they came back (to
fall practice) in good shape."
Yesterday marked the final
day of double day practices, and
the team will hold a scrimmage
tomorrow. Many starting jobs
are still being sought after.
Here is an overview of the fall
camp:
Chris Riley’ Spartan 1.):0
Receivers coach Matt Lubick gives some advice to outside linebacker Tony Quintero.

during spring and fall practices
was at quarterback. During the
spring
camp,
Baldwin
announced it was an open competition. With the opener less
than two weeks away, two quarterbacks have the edge as the
opening day starter senior
Brian Vye and freshman Marcus
Arroyo.
Vye started five games last
season before being relegated to
the backup role. Baldwin added
that Bobby Sabelhaus, George
Harp and Chris Kasteler remain
in competition, and a starter will
probably not be announced until
next week.
RUNNING BACK
This is the position that
Baldwin said has tremendous
strength and depth. The
Spartans top three rushers from
last season return, including
Meeks, who left last spring to
pursue a rap career. Meeks led
SJSU in rushing last season
with 503 yards on 105 carries.
Senior James Hodgins is back
after missing much of last season due to a broken leg and
ankle. Junior Dante Scarbrough
returns after gaining 294 yards
last season, and
Deonce
Whitaker will also see action.
RECEIVERS
Senior Oliver Newell broke
the single season record for
touchdowns in a season with 11
adding 942 yards on 58 receptions and should be SJSU’s
top receiving threat. Joining.
Newell in a returning role is
senior Gabe Payne and sophomore Waking Bailey. At tight
end, junior college transfer Jesse
Rogers will start for the injured
Brandon Knapp.

QUARTERBACK
The biggest question mark

OFFENSIVE LINE
The running game will follow
the blocks from four returning
offensive lineman, led by senior
left tackle David Loverne. Junior
center Harry Daniels and

guards Richie Castro and Jason
Santos also return. The four
have yet to scrimmage together
during fall camp, and Baldwin
said the search continues for a
fifth starter.
DEFENSIVE LINFJLINEBACKERS
Baldwin said the Spartan
defense will need to be more
physical this year in stopping
the run and controlling the line
of scrimmage.
"There will be a lot of rotations in there," Baldwin said.
Returning defensive linemen
James Ditch and Abdul-Salam
Noah join linebackers Sam
Sherrod and Josh Parry as last
season’s starters.
Al Faamausili, Arnedeo Viola,
Ron Acuna, James Ditch, Edgar
Nava, Steve Kapphahn and Jeff
Wucinich will all see playing
time.
SECONDARY
Possibly the team’s number
one strength will be its defensive
backs, consisting of West, safety
K.J. Agu and cornerbacks
Ghalee Wadood and Omarr
Smith. West is a team leader and
led SJSU in tackles last season.
The Sporting News ranked the
SJSU secondary best in the
WAC.
SPECIAL TEAMS
Baldwin is optimistic about
punter/kicker Tim Morgan, a
transfer from Solano College.
Morgan has cemented himself as
the team’s punter and is still in
with
David
competition
Silberstein and freshman Nick
Gilliam for placekicker.
SCHEDULE
The Spartans play a 12-game
schedule that takes them to
every time zone in the country.
SJSU will be tested with seven
road games that equal about
20,000 miles of travel, including
games at Virginia and Hawaii.
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SUNNYVALI/MOUNTAINVIIW SUPORSTORI

IASTRIDGI/IYIRGRIIN SUPIRSTORI
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MILPITAS SUPIRSTORI
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SANTA CLARA/CUPIRTINO SUMITOMO
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(650) 694-4633

NIWARK/PRIMONT SUPIRSTORI
4000 Newpark Mall Road, across from Sears, next to McDonald’s

SAN JOSI/LOS GATOS SUPIRSTORI
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You wouldn’t answer
the door for this guy...

why
answer
the
phone?

Getting Caller ID
from Pacific Bell is lase getting a
peephole kir your phone. You can see the
NAM.*

AND

NUMMI of callers before

you pick up, so you can answer the calls you want
and avoid those you don’t. You can also see who
called

while

you

were

out,

because

Caller

ID

lop callers even if they didn’t leave a message. So get
Caller ID and get

sneak peek

at who’s calling.

Get Caller ID.
To order services and for more information:

www.paebell.cost/colleg
1110111111491146

tie.
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Parking: students hunt for spaces
Transportation alternatives ready Continued
from page 1
for students tired of parking hassle
By Kevin W. Hectemnn
Logy fdisor
Students tired of San Jose
State University’s "Impossible
Parking Space Race" have several avenues of relief open to them.
AlTrans
located
in the
Student Union’s Associated
Students office on the ground
floor will help students find
other ways of reaching campus.
AlTrans plans public transit
trips, arranges carpools and
maps out bicycle rides. This service is free to students, according
to AlTrans manager Faye
Sullivan. For information call
924-RIDE (7433).
The Park and Ride lot on
SJSU’s South Campus is located
near Seventh and Alma streets
across from Spartan Stadium. A
free shuttle bus will take parkand -ride users to and from cam-

New council
will oversee
food safety
EDGARTOWN, Mass. (API
President Clinton signed an
executive order Tuesday creating a council to oversee food
safety, a task currently handled
by a patchwork of federal agencies.
The president’s council will
enforcement,
coordinate
research, education and prevention activities. The council also
will be charged with developing
a coordinated, annual federal
budget.
While U.S. food is considered
the world’s safest, up to 9,000
Americans die every year from
food poisoning, and millions are
sickened. The Institute of
Medicine criticized federal food
safety oversight as "fragmented" and underfunded in a report
published last week.

pus. SJSU parking permits are
valid in the park-and-ride lot.
For those riding public transit
several Valley Transportation
Authority bus lines will deliver
students right to SJSITs door on
San Fernando Street. Many
other bus lines and the light rail
are only a couple of blocks away
in downtown San Jose.
SJSU students with the pink
Enrollment/transit card and a
current sticker already have
their paid-in-full VTA boarding
pass, good during the effective
dates on the sticker. For more
information, call VTA at 3212300 or visit the website at
www.vta.org.
Those who live in the Santa
Cruz/Scotts Valley area can take
the Highway 17 Express bus,
which arrives and departs at
Third and San Fernando streets,
just a block west of campus. Call

1-V110y I ludIf1)0,1:4>al

Seventh Street parking garage’s 12 new ticket dispensing machines will reduce some of the traffic
problems. He said students can now park their
cars, then buy a parking ticket. In the past, the
line to get into the garage would back up because
the only place to buy tickets was at the entrance.
Sgt. John Hernandez of the UPD hopes to eliminate some problems by having extra police officers direct traffic around the parking garages.
Okubo, though, hopes he will spare himself a
bout with road rage. He’ll just skip the "madness"
and come early.

DOUBLE your DISCOUNT
UP TO
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EGG DONATION PROGRAM
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If you are between the ages of 21 and 32 and in
gcmd health, you can experience the reward
and satisfaction of helping another woman
\\ ’ --,,.,’N
to conceive. It is the most heartfelt gift one
,.iTO
4\
can give. Our Medical Family specializes
*4
in the treatment of infertility. We help
many childless couples with our
I. \1 ’’ - ei I
t,4\,t--,-64 Egg Donation Program.

STORE MERCHANDISE

TOTAL UP TO

0240

A RTcARVED

SAVINGS
An ArtCarved Representative will be at the Spartan Bookstore
Augtist 24-28, August 31 -September 3, 9 am to 3 pm.

=

Visit us on the web www.ihr.com/bafertil/

Contact: Kristin (925) 867-1800 ext. 122
Reproductive Science Center of the Bay Area
3160 Crow Canyon Road, Ste. 150, San Ramon, CA 94583

Take
SJSU
Classes
Online

Bus2 90. Business Statistics
Geol 105. General Oceanography
EdIT 186. Using Instructional Media
EdIT 124. Selection and Evaluation of
Computer-Assisted Instructional Software
EdIT 180. Individual Studies
Phil 061. Moral Issues
EdSE 192. Mainstreaming the
Exceptional Pupil

For course and registration information,
contact Continuing Education, ADM 103
or
Call 924-2683
Fax 924-2616
e-mail deeconted.sjsu.edu
http://conted.sjsu.edu/
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Grill!
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GIFT OF LIFE
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PLUS, UP TO

the FUR IASI’? and HEALTHY Mango’ s’m
Grill is full of fresh vegetables. meats.
delicious noodles. sauces, spices and
marinades Great baragIBM tool

Mongo

Sir

American heart
Association-

VTA for more information.
Students coming from the
San Francisco Peninsula or from
the Morgan Hill/Gilroy area can
use Caltrain, a rail line which
connects San Francisco to San
Jose and Gilroy.
The San Jose station is located at Cahill and San Fernando
streets, acmes the street from
the San Jose Arena. From there,
SJSU-bound passengers can
walk, catch VTA buses, or bike.
Call 1-800-660-4287 or visit the
website at www.caltrain.com.
The school’s new bicycle lockups should be up by November,
according to AS Executive
Director Alfonso De Alba. The
new corrals will be located near
the Industrial Studies Building,
Clark Library, Washington
Square Hall, and MacQuarrie
Hall. They will replace the current bike racks and lockers.

to the main campus, is a major future goal for the
school. In fact, Aguirre said the university plans
on upgrading the late ’80s school bus models by
buying four new shuttles. He said the university
also wants to repave the parking lot.
Aguirre said the park-and -ride lot has never
been filled. He admits that it is less convenient
and more time consuming to park, take a shuttle
to campus and then wait for it to pick you up later.
However, he said it is a sure way to find parking
without the stress of circling the campus in congested traffic to find out the garages are full.
Aguirre said the $300,000 invested in the
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Need valuable computer skills for
tomorrow’s workplace?
Internet Skills
UNIX
data rrodehng
word processing
’home page" design
spreadsheets
image design
databases
information presentation

Want an exciting course for

Fall 1998

Then check this out!!
LIBR 20
Introduction to Computing
for Personal Information Management
Course Descnpnon:
introducton to computing for personal int:cm-awn access, use, ard management including
basic computer operations, access to geographically disz:ibuted inforrnanon on the global
Internet. electronic communication, word processing ard docurrert design, data modeling
with spreadsheets, database design and maintenance for informatcn storage and retrieval,
and informatcn preser,taton.

Course number: & time
19223
19225

MW 1030-1145
TR 1330-1445
Qucstiori,,,)

Contact the School of Library and Information Science at 924-2490
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Advertising professor
dies after battling cancer

Fast food: students welcome burgers, pizza
Continued from page 1

By V.. stir Anna Trejo
lratui, Idioa

San Jose State University graduate Theresa Fulton thinks she
laughed every day in Tom Jordan’s advertising class and remembers
his "phenomenal storytelling ability."
"He captivated his students," said Fulton. She said she hasn’t
come across a person like Jordan since.
Fulton, like many others, was saddened to hear of Professor Tom
Jordan’s passing. Jordan , who taught advertising at SJSU, died
June 22 after contracting pneumonia following surgery for esophageal
cancer. He was 56 years old.
Jordan had an extensive academic and professional background and
was involved in the community. He
also served on committees in the
School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, the College of
Applied Sciences and Arts, as well
as committees within the university
and other associations.
According to Jack Quinton, professor of advertising at SJSU, it was
Jordan’s many attributes that made
it pleasant for students to learn.
Tom Jordan
-Tom’s teaching style was quite
animated," said Quinton. "He would weave his real world experiences with his acadttmic knowledge, which was considerable, in a
way students seemed to appreciate. He was a wonderful storyteller."
Angela Clark believed Professor Tom Jordan enjoyed his job.
"I could tell that he really liked what he was doing," said Clark,
an advertising major at San Jose State University. "That’s a good,
secure feeling for a studtnt to have. With his sense of humor, he
could relate with the students and there was more of a bond with
the students."
Clark remembered that Jordan could be serious, too.
"When you first sat down he could be intimidating he wanted
respect," Clark said. "Once you got to know him, he was a great guy
and a great teacher."
Jordan spent four years intercepting Morse code for the United
States Air Force Intelligence Service as a cryptographer. Years later
he earned both his bachelor’s and master’s degrees in creative writing from San Francisco State University.
Jordan taught at Arizona State University from 1978 to 1986
before coming to the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications at SJSU.
Jordan is survived by his daughter Shannon and his siblings Gail
Marino and Daniel Jordan.
Donations in memory of Tom Jordan can be made to the San Jose
State Foundation do Dorothy Holmes, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA
95192-0055 A second memorial service will be scheduled at the
beginning of the fall semester

used to stop into the pub all the
time between classes to grab a
beer. It’s a cool place to hang
out."
Cook agreed, but believes
that people who can still buy
single beers at the Market Cafe
will be happier in the long
run.
"I know a lot of students
may be losing an old hangout,"
Cook said. "But I’m sure this
will become a new hangout for
other students. It should
become more popular. On a
campus like ours, where students hang out a lot, it has
become a general trend to pick
up fast food restaurants."
James Yeung, franchise

EVERYDAY

We

need special people to help
make dreams come true.
We are looting for women who Sr. willtng to donate their eggs to an tnferale
couple You must be 21-32. healthy.
non-smoking, responabto and intelligent We especially need Chines*.
Japanese. Jewish and East Indian
donors We offer compensason. paid
expenses. and address all psychological and legal issues.

Barbara Boxer
LOS ANGELES (AP)
and Matt Fong are counting on their series
of statewide debates to show voters that
the two U.S. Senate contenders are profoundly different in beliefs, background
and style.
It shouldn’t be hard.
Boxer, 57, is an ebullient liberal with a
penchant for high -profile issues; Fong, 44,
is a quiet conservative making his first
run for federal office.
Polls showed the race virtually tied
going into their debut debate Tuesday at a
local television station.
Boxer, a first-term senator seeking reelection, and Fong, a first-term state treasurer, have been campaigning full -bore
during the summer, crisscrossing the state
at dozens of small events to raise money
and capture media attention.
In an era when voters often complain
there is little difference between candi-

JRN 155 Magazine Editing
M/W 1:30-2:45 PM in Bente’ Hall 213
Edit, layout. produce Access & etc. magazines.
Come to the first class session or
call Professor Gotliffe at 924-3246 today

AJ 132-03 WOMEN, MINORITIES & THE LAW

1

FRIDAYS 0800-1045 - 1st class Aug 28, MH 523
Instructor: S. Tozzini - Add Code 00235

Questions? Contact the Al Dept

ADVERTISING

Sociology Department
Open Classes - Fall 1998

Soci 100W 2

MONDAYS 17:30-20:15 - 1st class Aug 31, WSQ 207
Instructor: G. Miller - Add Code 20019

COURSE/SECT. NO./DESCRIPTION

WANT AN INTERESTING CLASS???

4

AJ 122 - 03 NARCOTICS & DRUG ABUSE

Code Ai Day

Time

Social Problems

16731

TR

0900-1015 DMH 226A Ibrahim

Writing Workshop

15285

TR

1630-1745 DMH 226A Gadban
1800-2045 DMH 227

Room

Instructor

Soci 105

2

Qualitative Res Methods 15309

R

Soci 160

I

Immigration and Identity 17053

MWF 0930-1020 DMH 226A Asquith

Soci 162

1

Race & Ethnic Relations 15331

MW

1630-1745 DMH 226A Ng

Soci 179

I

Sociology of Divorce

16739

W

1800-2045 DMH 226A Ibrahim

Soci 183

1

Social Change

15411

W

1800-2045 DMH 227

ADV
ADV
ADV
ADV
ADV
ADV
ADV
ADV
ADV
ADV
ADV
ADV
ADV
ADV
ADV
ADV

91(1) INTRO TO ADVERTISING
91(2) INTRO TO ADVERTISING
116 (1) NEWSPAPER AD STAFF
121 (1) RETAIL ADVERTISING
122 (1) BUS. TO BUS. ADV.
123 (1) RADIO-TV ADV.
124 (2) ADV. COPY WRITING
124 (3) ADV. COPY WRITING
125 (1) ADVERTISING LAYOUT
125 (2) ADVERTISING LAYOUT
125 (3) ADVERTISING LAYOUT
126 (1) ADVERTISING MEDIA
126 (2) ADVERTISING MEDIA
128 (1) ADV. MANAGEMENT
129 (1) ADV. CAMPAIGNS
129 (2) ADV. CAMPAIGNS

CATEGID___RY

924-2940

JOUR
/OUR
/OUR
/OUR
JOUR
JOUR
/OUR

144 (1) PICTURE EDITING
153 (1) MAG. ART. WRITING
155 (1) MAGAZINE EDITING
164 (1) TV NEWS
165 (1) TV NEWS STAFF
165 (2) IN NEWS STAFF
165 (3) TV NEWS STAFF

PUBLIC RELATIONS
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR

130B (1) WRITING FOR PR
130B (2) WRITING FOR PR
190B (1) CASE STUDIES
190B (2) CASE STUDIES
192 (1) SEMINAR
192 (2) SEMINAR
193 (1) EVENT PLANNING

MASS COMMUNICATIONS

Densmore

JOURNALISM

Schaeffer

Several other Sociology classes still have limited spaces available. Check with the Sociology
Department Office DMH 241 or with the appropriate instructor.
MEE!.

ADVANCED
GE COURSE

IN THE
SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM
& MASS CPMMUNICATIONS

"We Mean Business"

Soci 80

critical education programs and return the
country to 1950s-era military spending.
She also opposes school vouchers, saying it would rob public schools of needed
money. Fong supports vouchers for lowincome students.
Aside from the issues, the two differ
dramatically in style and demeanor, and
as they face the television cameras in coming weeks, those differences are sure to be
accentuated.
The petite Boxer, a former newspaper
reporter and U.S. House member, is forceful and energetic, seemingly comfortable
with confrontation. Of California’s candidates for major office this year, she is by
far the most charismatic.
Fong is very nearly Boxer’s flip side: He
is reserved and composed.
As treasurer, he is a state constitutional officer but relatively unknown to the
public.

CLASSES AVAILABLE

41141., The professional co-ed business
fraternity for men & women. Check us out
today at our informstion table located near
the bookstore. For more information, please
contact Libby Rowley, SR VP (a 408-379-3323.
www.cob.sjsu.edu/associdsp

Title

dates, this year’s California Senate race
certainly offers an exception.
There are deep differences between the
two on critical issues, and they both seek
to paint the other as beyond the pale of a
mainstream electorate.
Boxer opposes new offshore oil drilling;
Fong says drilling is permissible in a
national emergency.
Boxer
opposes
using
Southern
California’s Ward Valley as a site for lowlevel nuclear waste; Fong supports it.
Fong, reflecting a core belief stemming
from his years in the Air Force, has called for
increased defense spending and improved
intelligence gathering; and has demanded
that military salaries be in.proved.
He said he would finance his proposals
by tapping the federal budget surplus and
cutting government waste two familiar
themes in his campaign.
Boxer said Fong’s proposal would starve

...----(REPLACES
SECTION 01 IN
FALL SCHEDULE
OF CLASSES /

Delta Sigma Pi

Sec

baked potatoes and charbroiled
chicken sandwiches.
In addition to losing the
Spartan Pub, students will no
longer be able to eat at the Red
Hawk Cafe or the Roost. All
have been removed to make
room for the fall remodeling
project.
Current information was not
available because Spartan Shops
declined to comment, however a
spokesperson said the construction is slated to be finished by
the middle of September.
By then SJSU students may
test the slogan "if it doesn’t
get all over the place it doesn’t
belong in your face" for
themselves.

THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE DEPT.
has space available in the following courses:

JRN 153 Magazine Article Writing
T/TH 1:30-2:45 PM in Bentel Hall 213
Learn to write and publish your work.

AETI

Course

that the two most popular
foods were hamburgers and
pizza, with brand names
becoming increasingly important to students. The search
was narrowed down to four top
burger chains, including Carl’s
Jr., Burger King, Jack in the
Box and McDonald’s. The latter
two were eliminated because
they already have establishments near campus.
Carl’s Jr. was chosen on two
factors: its food selection caters
to older students and it offers a
broader menu, Gendreau said.
Yeung said that his chain
offers more variety than the
average fast food restaurant,
including packaged salads,

I LOOKING FOR AN INTERESTING ELECTIVE
FOR FALL SEMESTER 1998?

ENROLL NOW IN THESE JOURNALISM CLASSES

Please call to give the gin of life
1.800.314.9296 or contact us at
wwwIHR.COLAWOMAN

development
manager for
Carl’s Jr., said the Spartan
Shops administration asked
his company to build the new
restaraunt.
"It’s hard to say if it is a
trend or not but we are receiving inquiries from many campuses," Yeung said. "To be honest we don’t actively pursue oncampus locations, but we typically do well because we are
quality oriented."
According to the article,
Gendreau conducted extensive
research
involving
focus
groups and a survey of over
700 students’ eating habits and
preferences.
She said the survey found

Boxer and Fong meet in series of debates

A FALL CLASS FOR YOU...HERE ARE TWO
Monica and Bill...he says he lied.
Mac and Sosa swing...baseballs flied.
Irish bomb kills kids...you cried.
The mass media lets nothing hide.
Learn how it works, from the inside

7111211rgirra==

11.

1

71111--,

JOUR
JOUR
/OUR
JOUR
/OUR
/OUR
JOUR
/OUR
/OUR

61A (1) BEG. NEWSWRITING
61A (2) BEG. NEWSWRITING
61B (1) RTV NEWSWRITING
618 (2) RTV NEWSWRITING
132 (1) INFO. GATHERING
133 (1) NEWS EDITING
134 (1) ADVN. REPORTING
135 (1) NEWSPAPER STAFF
142 (1) PHOTOJOURNALISM

MCOM
MCOM
MCOM
MCOM
MCOM
MCOM
MCOM
MCOM
MCOM
MCOM

50 (1) PRESS & PUBLIC
50 (2) PRESS & PUBLIC
96A (1) VISUAL COMM.
101 (1) MEDIA LAW
102 (1) MEDIA & SOCIETY
102 (2) MEDIA 6. SOCIETY
104 (1) MEDIA RESEARCH
105 (1) LIFESTYLES
106 (1) GLOBAL MASS COM
106 (2) GLOBAL MASS COM
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Cyanide letter mailer’s history of mental illness revealed
MARINA DEL RE?. Calif (AP) A
woman who allegedly targeted dozens
of doctors and cops for cyanide poisoning sent a series of letters to a New York
newspaper claiming she was given
drugs at a psychiatric hospital that
caused her to lose a baby.
Kathryn Schoonover, 50, who faces
arraignment on attempted murder
charges, spent several weeks in the
summer of 1994 at the Capital District
Psychiatric Center in Albany, N.Y., New
York state Office of Mental Health
spokesman Roger Klingman said today.
She was committed after being
picked up by state police on a major
highway, the Times Union of Albany
said. For the past three years,
Schoonover has been sending the newspaper copies of documents outlining her
time in the psychiatric center.
She claimed medications given to her
made her lose a baby she was carrying,
the Times Union said, but medical officials told the newspaper Schoonover
wasn’t pregnant.

The documents listed the names of
dozens of mental health professionals
she encountered at the Capital District
Psychiatric Center, but Klingman
wouldn’t discuss whether anyone connected with the Albany clinic was on an
alleged hit list of over 100 people that
was recovered by sheriff’s deputies
when Schoonover was arrested.
Little else was known about the
woman.
She lost her hair, apparently from
cancer treatment. She is believed to
have lived out of her van and used a
Beverly Hills post office box. She has
had previous run-ins with the law,
mostly over traffic mishaps.
Los Angeles County sheriff’s Deputy
Bob Killeen said Schoonover denied
mailing any cyanide-laden letters.
U.S. postal officials have issued
warnings across the country. ’We’re not
taking any chances," said Postal Service
Inspector George Marsh.
Schoonover was arrested Sunday
outside the Marina del Rey post office.

Deputies also seized a box containing
more than 100 letter-sized envelopes
with cellophane windows. The woman
had been pouring sodium cyanide
power into small plastic bags, which
were attached to brochures for nutritional and dietary supplements.
"She was spooning the cyanide into
plastic bags at a table in the lobby," said
local Postmaster Pat McCloskey. "I actually saw three containers that said
’cyanide’ on them."
Post offices were told to look for
envelopes matching the description of
those seized. They are off-gray in color
and bear no return address. Postal
inspectors say anyone who gets such an
envelope should leave it alone and contact the local post office.
There have been no known deaths
recently from cyanide mailings.
Cyanide powder swallowed in tiny
amounts can kill a person within minutes by causing asphyxiation.
Investigators said they were certain
no deadly letters made it into the mail

at Marina del Rey on Sunday. But four
people in upstate New York received
similar letters in the past few months,
Killeen said.
Kriste Graves of Albany, N.Y., said
she received a strange-looking pamphlet in the mail about three months
ago with no return address. It was stapled to a clear, plastic pouch.
"I thought it was like a nutritional
thing, an all-natural food substance
that somebody was sending me as a free
sample," Graves said Monday. "But I
remember it was odd-looking," so she
threw it away.
She said she got a call Monday from
California saying she and her husband,
John, a postman in the Albany area,
were on the cyanide mail list. But she
didn’t recognize Schoonover’s name.
Police officers in West Covina, 30
miles east of Los Angeles, were also targets of the poison mail, department
spokesman Rudy Lopez said.
"lb date, nothing has been delivered
to this department related to this inci-

socooes’’

r-sCIRLEM
SOLUTION
By ytta Why,
NAVE WE MENTIONED ’ME COST OF BOOKS?
You have more than just education on your mind. UPS has
part-time lobs that ntspond to these concerns. Unloading and
loading jobs start at $8.85 per hour. UPS Jobs can provide
important medical and dental benefits, and opportunities tor
student loans. We offer all this for worldog
SOUIS a day, five
days a week. UPS can help solve your soonontio problems so
you can focus on your academic ones.

dent whatsoever," Lopez said.
"Regarding her background, it’s still
under investigation. We believe that she
had experience in the educational field
and possibly in computer," sheriff’s
Detective John Vernon said.
Her address wasn’t immediately
known and authorities said she may
have been living in her vehicle.
Mike Bastanchury, a former Santa
Barbara policeman who said he’d been
told he was on Schoonover’s list,
remembered investigating her for hitand-run driving in 1994. No charges
were filed.
"As far as I can remember she had a
real tortured explanation as to what
happened," he told KEYT-TV.
Schoonover’s California driver’s
license was suspended for failing to
report a June 4, 1996, traffic accident in
Santa Monica.
It was suspended again in July for
failing to appear in El Monte Municipal
Court for traffic and registration violations issued in January.

IMMO

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.

FOR MORE INFORtAATION CONTACT:

See Campus Job Placement Office: BC -13, or call
Toll Free 1 -888-JOB-4877
web: PAYW . ups.com.
4-‘4Astiti:tat,

In order to make things easier for
you, ASBO & ASCR will be open
until 7 pm for Intramural, Fitness,
and Adventure registration:
Wednesday, August 26th
Thursday, August 27th

Excitement and adventure wit, course description.
andArmy ROTC. the name. Its the one college elective that
builds you self-confidence, develops your leadership
potential and helps you take on the challenge of command.
There’s no tutu= military service obligation until yogi
Junior year. so there’s no reason not to try it out right nee
Register for MILS 011 - Leadership Development or
contact Captain Jeff Jenkins at (408) 554-4781, Vern Hall.
Room 302

ASBO Student Union. Urn 235
ASCR Student Union. Urn 350

Call 924-6217 with any questions
-.1tHTENTS WITH DISABILITIES NEEDING SUPPORT SERVICES SHOULD
CONTACT THE A t, B O AT 924-6200 IN ADVANCE OF ANY PROURANI

*
Ars Associated Students Inc.
**4t Welcomes all new and returning students to SJSU
Over 100 Years of Student Seance and leadership

Your Officers
for the 98-99 Year
Heather Cook
President & CEO
Meghan Horrigan
Vice -President & Chair
Lynn Vierra
Controller & CFO
George Constantin
Director of Academic Affairs

Government Office

Transit Access Program

Print Shop

As the student advocate center, this
office provides expenence while serving
as a Student Rep. on an A.S. or Campus
Committee in Finance, Event Planning,
Communication, and Leadership.

FREE ndes on Bus and Light Rail
with your validated enrollment card,
plus ALTRANS Personalized
Trip Planning Services

Excellent prices for Xerox and Color
Copies, Enlargements, Binding,
Resume Paper, Course Readers,
and Lamination

408.924.6240

r Student Union 360
vnvw.siso.edu/AS/asgov

408.924.Ride

I- Student Union 235
lmth.isnarT/vogsa/SAude.si w

408.924.6291
I Old Cafeteria Building
vnvw.sjsu.edu/AS/asprintiasprint.html

Child
Development Center
Infant, Toddler, Preschool, and
Kindergarten services provided in the
coming year. Call for waiting list. The
Frances Gulland Child Development Center
provides care for ages 2.5 to 6 yrs.
408.924.6988
405 S. 10th Street
www.sjsu.edu/AS/asgov/Chiid_Care

Stefanl Pearsall
Director of Business Affairs
Leo Davila
Director of California State Affairs
Nina Bailey
Director of Community Affairs
Dennis English
Director of Environmental Affairs
Navjeet Maddh
Director of Ethnic Affairs
Hania Melhem
Director of Intercultural Affairs
Elizabeth Green
Director of Non -Traditional
Minority Affairs
Vivian Lu
Director of Sponsored Programs
Nguyen Ha
Director of Students
Rights & Responsibilities
Alicia Restivo
Director of Personnel
Joanne Elik
Director of Student Services

-----------

Business Office

Campus Recreation

Student Org. Account

Scholarship Endowment

One stop shop for services such as
Check Cashing, Fax Services,
Legal Advising, Money Orders, PG&E
Payments, Stamps and more

Get a taste of the good life with
Fitness, Open Recreation,
Intramural Sports, Adventures,
and Special Events

A.S. allocates approximately
$100,000 yearly to recognized student
organizations, programs, and
activities. Request forms are located
at the Government Office.

Help improve University life
experience for all. Community
activism and participation in
University and A.S. committees
can get you a scholarship.

r_ 408.924.6200
I Student Union 235
www.sisu.edu/AS/asgovl8usiness0ffic.

r. 408.924.6218
I Student Union 350
www.sjsuaduniacr

408.924.6240
I Student Union 235
VAVVI. sisu .sdu/ A Sim s go v

408.924.6240
[Student Union 380
wvnv.sisu.edu/ASiasgov

Mission Statement
Our mission is to represent the students of San Jose State
University and continually improve the quality of their
educational opportunities and experiences.
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From left to right: David Romero, Enos Esquival and Alfonso Eredea
move quickly to spread out wet cement in a sidewalk exposed during

construction in front of Clark Library. Work on rewiring and replumbing
SJSU should be completed by the beginning of the next semester.
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MIXED MEDIA
.

EMPLOYMENT

SUBSCRIPTION CLERK
SPARTAN DAILY $6.50/hr.
8 10 hrs/wk. Responsible.
accurate student. Create
labels, prepare papers and
drive to main post office on
Lundy As. 34 times per week.
Call 924-3263.

and
the
ihe
ater
yrs

CHILD CARE PROVIDER needed
Sunday ntorntngs 9 30 12:30.
References P. Transportation
required_ Please call 3565055.
INSTRUCTORS - PT. Teach FUN
science programs in elementary
schools. Need. car & expenence
with kids Excellent Pay, Call.
Mad Science of the South Bay @
1408)2625437
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcripttons to Bay
Area newspapers Si.’ t, dial.
Flexible hrs. 9am 9pr, Downi
near lightral 4 blorvs eon, SJSU.
Hourly $S plus bon .s. Media
Promotions 494-0200
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1
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DOWNTOWN PRINTER seeks P T
desktop MAC/PC opt tator islh
experience wimajor softw.oe
pi:grams. Cal Tessa 4082770700
WAITPERSON NEEDED
EVENINGS & WEEKENDS
SALARY TIPS
APPLY IN PINSON
BRITANNIA ARMS
5027 ALMADEN EXP. SAN JOSE
PART TIME: HANDYPERSON/
GOPHER: Must have a strong
back, good attiti
and some
construction expettence Near
campus, flex hours for engineering and property management
company. 282 1500

Certain advertisements In
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CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277

BILLING & COLLECTION CLERK
Pantime position available at the
Spartan Daily using computenzed
berg system. Business or acaxriting
major preferred. 10 hrs/wk. flex.
Call 9243283 or stop by DBH 203
for application.

MAU-WORLD SCHOOLS
is hinng teachers, aides and
subs for their school age child
care centers n San lose. E. CO.
Nit. Soc. or Rec units required
We offer competitive pay.
excellent training. & a
great won, environment.
If you are interested call
14081283 9200 ext. 21.

MONGO’ST. RESTAURANT, the
new exciting Cal-Asian Mongolian
BBQ theme restaurant is now
open! Furttastic downtown location bnnging attitude in a positive
way seeks the same in ALL
STAFFING POSITIONS. Bring your
smile and join Team Mongo’s’’’.
We are an innovative & interactive
fusion menu where the customer
creates their perfect meal. Apply
in person at 83 South Second
Street. week(y.M/T/W between
1611am and 34pm.

$ EARN EXTRA CASH S
up to S600/month!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 1940 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Cortact California Cryobank
650 324-1900. M -F. 8-4:30

ACUFACTS SECURITY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great Job for Students.
F/T or P/T NI Shifts Available
Permanent Shifts 8, Schedules
Top Pay w/ Marty Benefits!
Cal orapplrei pawl.
14081286-5880
555 D Meridian Ave. Si.
beftseen Sal Carlos & Pakrnoor,
behrd the Cad aid Paty Store.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - Lock’.
___ RATES FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CAI.I, 408-924-3277
Print your ad here.

Line is 30 space.-, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Nam.

Rates: 3 -line

minimum
Two
One
Three
Day
Days
Days
3 lincs
$S
$7
$9
4 lines
$10
$6
$6
5 lines
$7
$9
$11
6 hnes
$12
$10
$9
$1 for each additional line.

Four

Five

Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Days
$13 Cora Son
$14
Rona
$15
$16
Send check or money order to:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
SanJose State University
San Jcee. CA 95192-0149

After the fifth day 43 increases by $1 per day.
Firr’ line l25 spec( set in bold for no extra charge
Additional w-rds available in bry10 for ga each

.Ml. STER RAT’S
s 570
10-14
9 lines: 6110

S90

Please check /
one classification:
bocode

Class,ited desk is located in Dwight Beef 04 Hall. Room 209
Deadline 10.00 a m two weekdays before publication
Al ads are prepaid III No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publicabons dates only
II QUESTIONS? CALL (406) 924-3277

FAX: 408-924-3282

REDUMMM
2 BDRFA. OPORIMENT-$950/MO.
Secunty type building
Secure Parking
Close To Campus
Modem Building
* Laundry Room
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
14081 295-6893.

ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler. and
Resdiod Teachers and Aides. F/T &
P/T positions available. Substitute
WAREHOUSE POSITION
positions are also available that
AVAILABLE MONDAY FRIDAY
Part ’Full Time 10am. to 7pm.
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
INSURANCE
required for teacher positions but
COMPUTERS ETC,
Detail Oriented Order Puller
AUTO INSURANCE
TEACHER OPPORTUNITIES, high not required for Aide positions.
$6.00 Per Hour
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
Work for a company that
Campus Insurance Service
quality, licensed childcare centers Excellent opportunity for Child
We buy. sell & trade computers.
for 2 12 year olds. Recreation Development majors. Please call
truly appreciates its staff.
Special Student Programs
Cathy for an tnteriew at 244-1968
486. Pentium, Mac. & Notebooks.
Apply in person.
enrichment cumculum.
Serving MU for 20 years
Flexible PT/FT positions
or fax resume to 248-7350.
Refurb’d equipment Is warrantied.
Monday Fnday 8am. to 5pm
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Prompt Repair & upgrades
"Good Rates for Non-Good Dnvers"
Days. Eves. Weekends
1404 S 7th St. San lose
Team Environment
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
5% Student/Fac Discount w/ID
Corner of 7th & Alma.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
4-8 school seeks responsible
Min 6 ECE required
5263 Prospect Rd. SJ. between
’Good Students’ ’Educators"
’Engineers’ ’Scientists"
individuals for extended daycare.
Hey 858,290 nee Lawrence Espy.
Earn while you learn
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
P/Ton the afternoon. No ECE units
406473-3070
In house training
CALL TODAY 296-5270
School year & summer. Dem
required. Previous experience with
FREE QUOTE
school age rec. program. P/T Benefits available
children preferred. Please call
from 2 Fpm. M F during the Growing throughout the Bay Area
NO HASSLE
2461968 0 16.
school year. Some P/T morning NdsPark 260 7929, Fax 2607266
NO OBLIGATION
HEALTH & BEAUTY
positions available from approx.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
larallam.F/Tdunng summer day
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR P/T-Elem
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
MEN & WOMEN
Lamp prog. %Int salary. no ECE
Credential NOR Degree Required.
P/T Elementary Schools
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
units req. Los Gatos Saratoga Rec Degree or Credential NOT Required Enthusiam a must! Great & Fun
Stop shaving. waxing, tweezing
INSTRUCTION
Dept. Call lane at 364 6700 .223 Opportunity fcr leacterg Experience. Teaching Exp. VM: 14081287- 4170
or using chemicals. Let us
ed. 444
Need Car.
permanently remove your
EOE/AAE PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to unwanted hair. Back Chest Lip
Vox Mal: (408) 2147 4170E02.408
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
EcE-kAE
Warners ages 21 32. Healthy.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Bikini Chin - Tummy etc.
excel in playing guitar Or bass. All
Responsible. All Nationalities.
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
levels welcome: Beginning. Students & faculty receive 15%
Give the Gift of bawl
$50 Hinng Bonus!
aaa CARE Earn extra $ working
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn discount. First appi 1/2 price if
Great for Students!
made beim 12/31/98.
any style: Jazz. Blues. Rock.
53.300 stipend & expenses. paid. special events. fix hrs $749/hr.
We especially need
Serving Downtown Sanlose. Fusion, Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
Ezoirefs. req. Call 8009429947.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
Inner City Express.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
Japanese arid Chinese Donors.
621 E. Campbell he. 017. Crnbl.
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose
(406) 379-3500.
PLEASE CALL US AT WWFC
(SOO) 314-9996

Ad

on paper," Heinrich said.
Karl Mayo, project manager
for Consolidated Construction
Management, assists SJSU with
administration work and acts as
a liaison between the university
and S.J. Amoroso Construction,
who do the physical work. Mayo
said he was impressed with the
work Salas O’Brien has done.
"It’s the best set of documents
I’ve seen," Mayo said, referring
to the blueprints. "They (Salas
O’Brien) have been there for
years, and they’ve never worked
on campus before. They’re a
great resource."
Mayo said many of the
improvements involve updating
infrastructure and won’t be
noticeable to the campus community. The new telecommunications network, however, will
vastly improve the capability of
the school’s computer systems.
"As far as the students are
concerned, that’s where you get
the bang for the buck," Mayo
said.
Joe West Hall has already
received a brand new fiber optic
system, allowing cable television
and on-line access as early as
this week. The rest of the school
won’t reap benefits for some
time to come.
The project manager for S.J.
Amoroso Construction, Craig
Ellis, said keeping schedules is
all about momentum, and Salas
quick
unusually
O’Brien’s
response time to problems has
been key.
"You’ll sometimes wait 30
days for a decision, that will only
take one or two days with them
(Sales O’Brien and the university) actively participating."
"We’ve been able to maintain
the flow," he said.
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by Jack Ohman

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nOr Is
there any gammon. Implied. The
clesedied columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of pald adverSaIng
and ollednage are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

Originally expected to require
another summer, the major work
is nearly completed, according to
Carl Sales, principal at Sales
O’Brien Engineering, Inc.
"We expected it to be a complete, freaking disaster," Sales
said. "It was supposed to take
two summers, but we’re almost
done."
Art Heinrich, project manager
for SJSU, said the outside construction would slowly improve,
with work slated to finish at the
beginning of next semester.
Minor detours and a brief
period with no hot water will be
the major inconveniences on
campus according to Heinrich.
Heinrich said the hot water
outages will occur during the
first week of school and will disrupt a few lab classes and make
hand-washing chilly.
The outage will result from
work on the steam generator
which is located at the 10th
Street central plant east of the
needs to
Event Center and
take place while the weather is
hot and there is less demand for
heating.
Cooling systems will be disrupted later, primarily during
winter break, when the outside
temperature drops.
For details on affected areas
and times, Heinrich said that
campus kiosks, the SJSU website at www.sjsu.edu and a construction hotline at 295-3749 are
regularly updated.
Every building also has facul,,3 ’ captains" who are kept
informed of ongoing work and
can address student concerns.
Heinrich said the campus still
has a ratty-looking, dusty landscape but has improved much in
the past three weeks.
"Lots of things don’t work out
the way you thought they would

Campus Clubs
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcement,’
Lost and Found"
_ Volunteers’
_ For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc.’
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

_Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Rear Estate
SetviOni.
_Hesitivereauly
_Sportehrlls.
inaiuwlce
_Entertainment’
_Travel
_Tutoring’
_Word Processing
_Schdarstvps

Special s wdent rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"Lost & Found ads ar offered frac 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

Daily
ROSS WORD
ACROSS
1 Winner
6 Boxers’
punches
10 Damage
13 Helicopter blade
14 Pitcher
Hershiser
15 Site of the
Colosseum
16 The Singing
Cowboy’
17 Grow bored
18 Makes livestock
food
19 Ship’s jail
20 Majestic
22 Short in supply
24 Loose robe
28 Doesn’t have to
31 Danger
32 Ascended
34 ’As
Like It’
36 Cut into cubes
37 Jewelry fern
38 Piece
41 Expression of
surprise
42 Burden
44 Dip in liquid
45 Greene of
"Bonanza’
47 Willow
49 Regal chair
51 D or E
53 Saluted
56 Made noises
59 Sorrowful
exclamation
61 Striped
antelope
64 Honey makers
65 Extra
66 PDO relative
67 In of
replacing
68 Flower
69 Desire
70 Shade trees
71 Shy ones

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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MOOD HUMOR MENU
O 996 Unded rash. Syndpcate

DOWN
1 Popular
seafood
2 Units of time
3 Storage place
4 Saddle horses
5 Snoop
6 Scribbled
quickly
7 Soprano’s
solo
8 Comedian Lahr
9 Smooth and
lustrous
10 Extinct bird
11 Jimmy Carter’s
daughter
12 Thing, in law
15 Made a poem
20 Landscapes
21 Edge
23 Female
sandpipers
25 Hunter
constellation
26 Cranny
27 Butter sub

29
30
32
33
35
37
39
40
43
46
48
50
52
54
55
57
58
60
61
62
63
65

Mythicill miss
Foot part
Washer cycle
Arctic dweller
Remove
cargo
Swimmer’s
place
Acquired
Writer Morrison
Organizes
Setback
Antique auto
Type of
monkey
Russian money
Gladden
Challenges
Astronaut
Armstrong
Judge
Dry
Singer Starr
Purpose
Aykroyd or
Rather
Droop
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DURING THE WEEK OF 8/24/98, CARDING
E FOR
ALL OTHER STUDENTS WILL BE CARDED IN MID OCTOBER, MORE INFO TO

If tound. return to Campus Card Office, Son Jose State University. Ore Weshington Square,
Son Jose, CA, 95192 Do not wntis your PIN number CM your card.

Tim WU Tow Cara Itt your key to convenience
if It’s your NEW personal SJSU identification card.
It’s verification of enrollment.
ti It’s your NEW library card.
It can be your AT&T Calling Card.
if Effective spring 1999; it will serve as your Transit Card.
if It serves as your NEW meal card for Housing Residents.

to be used in place of cash, checks or credit cards for
Spartan Shops dining facilities and the Spartan Bookstore.
§/i4/0§ Wily; ant*u the MuiiiWiutI R&M tiftl tit*iii the §tutieht
eilfti:
Littitth te yatif
hiffifttiiittt1 Oftiee how§ tot the week of 11//4/0§
Mott toe§ 10atth fd tiphi
Wetii thui amiti /13fil
iifithly RN 18 iipth

itiek

Please note:
Beginning 8/31/98, the Campus Card will be located: 3rd floor of the Student
For the first 3 weeks of the semester, office hours will be:
8am to 6:30pm Mon, Tues, Wed, Thurs, and Friday 8am to 5pm.
For more information call: 924-CARD

This event is wheelchair accessible.
Individuals requiring other accommodations should contact the Campus Card Office at 924-CARD as soon as possible.
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